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Abstract—Small cell densification is one of the effective ideas
addressing the demand for higher capacity in cellular networks.
The major problem faced in such networks is the wireless
backhaul link and its limited capacity. Caching most popular files
in the memories of small cells base station (SBSs) is an effective
solution to this problem. One of the main challenges in caching
is choosing the files that are going to be stored in the memory
of SBS. In this paper, we model the described caching problem
as a graph. This graph is divided into four sub-graphs including
placement, access, SBSs and delivery graphs. By making some
modifications to the SBS graph, we convert it to a graph that
can be colored. Coloring of the generated graph is NP-hard and
we use an algorithm proposed in graph-coloring area to color
it. To overcome the complexity of above coloring technique, we
then propose a simple graph-coloring method based on two point
processes, Matern Core-type I and II. We model our network with
a new weighted graph which simply can be colored and after that
the files are cached accordingly. We evaluate the performance of
our proposed methods through simulations. Our results show
that by employing out proposed method in a typical considered
SBSs network, the load on the macro base station can be reduced
by around 25%, at the distribution parameter of popularity of
files equals to 0.6, compared to conventional policy which caches
the most popular content every where.
Index Terms—Small Cell Densification, Caching, SBSs Graph,
graph-coloring, NP-Hard Problem, Matern Core-type I and II.
I. INTRODUCTION
DATA traffic on wireless networks has grown significantlyin recent years as a result of the emergence of new
communication devices such as tablets, mobile phones, etc.,
along with the increasing demand for watching online videos
anytime and anywhere. The video files constitute the signifi-
cant percentage of this data traffic. According to the Cisco’s
forecast, it can be expected that the demand for the traffic
of the whole increases to over 49 exabytes/month by 2021,
and in particular video files cover approximately 75 percent
of the whole [1]. These reasons have motivated researchers
to look for ways to handle the burden imposed by video files
on the network in the next generation of mobile networks.
The network densification is one of the effective ideas posed
to the traffic jump. Other ideas such as the spread of the
radio spectrum in particular millimeter-wave communications,
device-to-device communications (D2D) and massive MIMO
techniques have also been proposed by the researchers to
address this problem and they are currently under investiga-
tion [2]–[5]. Network densification deploys a large number
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of heterogeneous base stations (BS) such as micros, picos
and femtos to improve spectral efficiency and the network
coverage. This heterogeneous network is also called small cell
networks (SCNs). Although better performance in terms of
spatial reuse is obtained in dense SCNs, they face a major
problem. The problem is that the access points are usually
connected to the network core with wireless backhaul links
and therefore have limited capacity. Saving popular video files
near user equipment(UE) can lead to the less usage of backhaul
links. In general, three major advantages are achieved through
storing files in the SCNs [2], [6], [7]: 1) delay reduction in
downloading popular files due to saving them in the storages
which are closer to the UE. 2) less need for expensive high
capacity backhaul links 3) removing huge traffic from the main
macro base station (MBS) and distributing this load over SBSs.
Note that a significant amount of traffic is redundant in the
network since UE are generally downloading popular duplicate
videos from the BSs, whose redownloading from the main base
stations can be avoided through this technique. In general,
as the distance between the transmitter and the receiver gets
shorter, the file gets received with less delay, lower cost and
higher reliability. The technique of bringing popular files near
UE and saving them in the SBSs is called caching. If the
caching is properly designed, a significant improvement in
reducing wireless network traffic, increasing download rates,
and reducing file download latency results. Caching is done
in two main phases: placement phase and delivery phase. The
placement phase includes the embedding of popular video files
at uncrowded network traffic hours, and the delivery phase
includes transfer of the requested files to the UE [8]. So one
of the main issues is to perform the best file placement in the
memory of SBSs in order to maximize the downloaded files
from these memories, which is equivalent to the minimization
of downloads from the MBS. Placement in the caches is done
in both centralized and decentralized manner [9].
The concept of graph coloring is one of the basics in graph
theory, which can be used for our end. The coloring scheme of
the graphs that began with conjecture of four-color by Arthur
Cayley’s [10], is one of the major branches in the graph theory.
It is a graph indexing in which different tags are assigned to
the adjacent vertices or adjacent edges. This concept is used
in different areas like scheduling, sudoku tables, assigning
frequencies to the radio stations, register allocation and many
other applications in the field of computer and other sciences.
In this paper, we intend to use graph coloring to cache
popular files in the SBS’ memories so that the average down-
load of the files from the macro base station is minimized.
Heterogeneous cellular networks are challenging when a UE
2is simultaneously covered by several SBS base stations. In this
situation, the user has access to the files stored in the caches of
all those SBSs. So if we do the placement phase so that SBSs
which cover a user have fewer common stored files, it can be
concluded that the user can access more files from the cache
memory of those SBSs and less need for downloading them
from the MBS. Our discussion becomes more beneficial when
the degree of popularity of files and the rank of accessibility of
caches are considered in loading the cache memory of SBSs.
Since each user simultaneously has access to a larger number
of files with a higher popularity, the probability of receiving
the desired file from the SBS cache memory increases. In
the caching scheme, we try to ensure that two SBSs which
can serve the same users are not loaded by similar files and
coloring can do this for us. This is the basis of the placement
in this paper. The problem of coloring, like the problem of
caching, is an NP-hard optimization problem, and a number
of algorithms for solving them are presented in [11], [12].
A. Related Work
Caching has been a subject of interest to many researchers.
Extensive research has been conducted on studying the
content-placement to obtain gains over the conventional policy
which caches the most popular content everywhere [13]. Dif-
ferent performance metrics have been considered to design the
content-placement strategies in the literature such as average
downloading delay [7], [14], [15], average BER [16], average
caching failure probability [17], offloading probability [18],
density of successful receptions [19], hit probability [17],
average success probability of content delivery [20], and the
expected backhaul rate and the energy consumption [21].
Some papers address the placement problem for the more
developed scenarios like hierarchical networks [22], multi-
relay networks [23] and wireless cooperative systems [24],
(including MIMO [25] and coordinated multi-point joint trans-
mission (CoMP-JT) schemes [26]). Also [27], [28] take into
account the difference in users file preferences and develop a
caching policy based on user preference profile. The authors
in [29], [30] figure out effects of wireless fading channels and
show the trade off between the channel selection diversity and
file diversity and derive the content placement considering the
interactions among multiple users and network interference,
and finally the mobility pattern of users is considered in [31],
[32] to improve cache performance. Most of these scenarios
are outcome of the problems which are proved to be NP-
hard. Therefore, researchers have to sub-optimal techniques
and practical algorithms with near optimal performance [33]
leveraged by the concepts such as greedy algorithms [7]
and the theory of belief propagation [14]. Graph-coloring is
another technique that can be used to assign files to different
access points. The basic idea in the graph-coloring-based
algorithm is to iteratively dye the uncolored vertices and color
them with the color not used by neighboring vertices. While
graph coloring ideas have been used for resource allocation in
D2D communication underlying cellular networks [34]–[36],
to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to use them
to design algorithms for content placement in cache networks.
B. Methodology ad Contributions
The contributions of the paper are stated shortly as follows:
We model the network as a graph. In order to do caching
in this system, we transform the resulting graph into four
graphs, including the placement, access, delivery and SBSs
graphs. The SBSs graph is a general weighted graph so that
we try to make new changes to this graph with respect to
the placement, access and delivery graphs. We set a priority
over the file stored in SBS’s memories by doing the coloring
process with the least possible colors. We do this using two
different approaches.
Method 1: We introduce a weighted graph in such a way that
the weight of each edge is equal to the distance between two
SBSs, corresponding to two vertices. To apply the coloring, we
have to convert it into a graph without weight. To this end,
we set the threshold in both universal and individual forms
on the weight of edges and keep the edges with the weight
below this threshold and remove the rest. We run a coloring
algorithm on the resulting graph and prioritize coloring the
vertices with higher degrees. We set the obtained colors for
the vertices, which are numerical indices, as the priority of the
filling of the corresponding SBS memories. We also sort the
popular files in a descending order. By filling the memories
of the SBSs that correspond to the vertices with lower color
index, we obtain the placement graph.
Method 2: We consider the position of SBSs as a Poisson
point process. SBSs that share a common range with each
particular SBS are placed as SBSs of the same class. Using
two point processes Matern Core-type I and II, we assign
weights to SBSs. Then we define the SBSs graph so that
there is an edge between two vertices if the equivalent SBSs
are in the same class and also assign to each vertex the SBS
weight corresponding to it. We apply coloring algorithm to this
graph, which its coloring priority is to color the vertex with
a larger weight. We set the obtained colors for the vertices,
which are numerical indices, as the priority of the filling of
the correspond SBS memories. We sort the popular files in
descending order. By filling the memories of the SBSs that
correspond to the vertices have lower color index, we obtain
the placement graph.
The structure of the paper is as follows. System model and
some necessary assumptions are given in Section II. Modeling
the caching problem as a graph and description of the coloring
problem studied in Sections III. Sections IV and V present two
caching algorithms for coloring the graph. Simulation results
are given in Section VI followed by a conclusion given in
Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTHIONS
Consider a heterogeneous cellular network with multi-tier
structure comprising a MBS and SBSs such as picocells,
femtocells and mobile users.
In this model, it is assumed that SBSs are equipped with
memories that can cache popular files. The macrocell covers
the entire network, but a SBS covers a limited geographical
range around itself. The sets S = {S1, S2, · · · , S|S|} andM =
{M1,M2, · · · ,M|S|} represent the SBSs and their memory
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Fig. 1. System model representation.
sizes, respectively. In this network, users who are introduced
by U = {u1, u2, · · · , u|U|} are mobile, unlike the BSs which
are fixed. The structure of this network is shown in Fig. 1.
Assume that this network is clustered by the indices in set
C = {c1, c2, · · · , c|C|} of size |C|. In each cluster, there are a
number of SBSs and mobile users. The user can access several
SCS at the same time and can be served by them. We put the
popular files that are downloaded by users during a specific
time period in a set called F = {f1, f2, · · · , f|F |} of size
|F | which includes all popular files. Suppose the probability
distribution of files is Zipf, so the probability of requesting a
file by a particular mobile user is given by
Pf = f
−α(
|F |∑
i=1
i−α), (1)
where α is the distribution parameter of Zipf function [4].
We assume that the size of the files is equal which is not in
contradiction with the reality as unequal files can be splitted
into some slices of equal size.
III. GRAPH-BASED MODEL OF THE NETWORK
In the following, we intend to model the considered network
by graphs so that we can apply the concepts implied in graph
theory to them. We model the entire network as a graph
like Fig. 2(a) where {S1, S2, · · · , S|S|}, {u1, u2, · · · , u|U|}
and {f1, f2, · · · , f|F |} are SBSs, users, and files, respectively.
It should be emphasized that this graph is a general graph and
in a real network, some edges may not exist.
To work more precisely on the graph, we cut it into four
graphs.
1)Placement graph which is a bipartite graph whose a se-
ries of vertices are from the set of files F = {f1, f2, · · · , f|F |},
and the other ones are from the set of SBSs S =
{S1, S2, · · · , S|S|}. For 0 ≤ i ≤ |F | and 0 ≤ j ≤ |H |, there is
an edge between two vertices fi and Sj if the file fi has been
embedded in the memory of SBS Sj . Fig. 2 is an example of
a placement graph, with the assumption that all files can be
u1 u2 u3
S1 S2 h2 SS|
f1 f2 f3
u|U |
f|F |
f1 f2 f3 f4 f|F |
S1 S2 S3 S|S|
(a)
(b)
u1 u2 u3 u4 u|U |
S1 S2 S3 S|S|
(c)
u1 u2 u3 u4 u|U |
f1 f2 f3 f|F |
(d)
S1S2
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S4
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(e)
Fig. 2. (a)Whole network graph (b)Placement graph (c)Access graph
(d)Delivery graph (e)SBSs graph.
embedded in all SBSs. However it is not a practical scenario,
because the memory of the SBSs are limited, so a limited
number of files can be stored in the memory of SBSs and
therefore some edges are deleted.
In this graph, if the memory of SBSs are equal, the
corresponding degree of nodes will be equal. The vertices
of the nodes in the file side are not equal, since the number
of time for each file’s placement in the SBSs are generally
different.
2)Access graph which is a bipartite graph whose a series
of vertices are from the set of users U = {u1, u2, · · · , u|U|},
and the other series of the vertices are from the set of SBSs
S = {S1, S2, · · · , S|S|}. For 0 ≤ i ≤ |U | and 0 ≤ j ≤ |S|,
there is an edge between two vertices ui and Sj if the user ui
has access to the SBS’s memory Sj . Fig. 2(b) is an example
of an access graph, with the assumption that all users have
access to all SBSs, which is not the case in practice.
43)SBSs graph which is a weighted graph in which SBSs
are the vertices of that graph. This graph is not necessarily
bipartite. The way to build this graph is to have one vertex
for each SBS. There is an edge between every two vertices Si
and Sj where 0 ≤ i, j ≤ |S|, and we call it the weights of
the edges, and show it with wi,j . As there is an edge between
each vertex, this graph is a complete graph. An example of
this graph is seen in Fig. 2(e).
4)Delivery graph which is a bipartite graph whose one se-
ries of vertices are from the set of files F = {f1, f2, · · · , f|F |},
and the other vertices are from the set of users U =
{u1, u2, · · · , u|U|}. For 0 ≤ i ≤ |F | and 0 ≤ j ≤ |H |, there
is an edge between two vertices fi and uj if there is a path
between two vertices ui and fj in the general graph of the
network. An example of this graph is seen in Fig. 2(d).
The location of SBSs are fixed and users are moving.
We focus on the SBSs graph in order to obtain the best
placement graph, and then obtain the delivery graph according
to the equivalent placement and access graphs. We should
emphasize that our strategy is such that to be independent of
the access graph since generally users are moving and so their
corresponding graph is constantly changing. More precisely,
the access graph is not the base of our caching strategy.
A matrix corresponding to each graph is defined as the
adjacency matrix of the graph. Adjacency matrix of a simple
graph is a square matrix of order n× n that entry of i-th raw
and j-th column of this matrix is 1 if and only if there is an
edge between the i-th vertex and j-th vertex in the equivalent
graph and otherwise is 0. Also, Adjacency matrix of a simple
weighted graph is symmetric square matrix of order n×n that
entry i-raw and j-column of this matrix is the weight of edge
between the i-th vertex and j-th vertex in the equivalent graph.
A. Graph coloring concepts
Labeling a graph is the attribution of labels to the graph
edges, vertices or both of them, which it is typically done by
assigning integers to them [37]. The general approach is to
use colors to match the edges or vertices that two adjacent
edges do not have the same color. In the simplest case, the
vertex coloring of a simple un-weighted graph G(V,E) can be
defined as
f : V (G) −→ N
if uv ∈ E(G) then f(u) 6= f(v).
(2)
To color a weighted graph, we can convert it to a simple un-
weighted graph, then color it. Although the edge coloring of
a graph is similarly defined, but in the remainder of this paper
where the color is mentioned, the color of the vertices is our
intention. Coloring of a graph with a maximum of k colors
is called k-coloring. The smallest number of colors needed
to color a graph G is called its chromatic number, and is
often denoted as X(G). A graph which can be colored with
k colors is called k-colorable graph and a set of vertices of a
graph that are colored with the same color forming a color
class. Each color class forms an independent set. Colored
polynomials refer to the number of coloring methods of a
graph, in which the number of colors used does not exceed
the specified number.
IV. CACHING THROUGH GRAPH COLORING
In this section, we aim to apply graph coloring to cache the
popular files in the memories exist in the network. First, we
create a graph for our system and then we run the coloring
on it. According to the graph model explained in section III,
in order to obtain the appropriate graph, we need to make
changes to the SBSs graph. We make these changes in order
to obtain a proper placement graph by coloring the resulted
graph.
A. Modification of SBSs graph
We consider equivalent adjacent matrix of a weighted graph
on SBSs which for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ |S|, entry of i-row and j-column
is wij 6= 0. This matrix is adjacency matrix of a weighted
graph whose entries may not be zero and one. In order to
convert this matrix to the adjacency matrix of an un-weighted
graph, we put threshold (Tr) on the entry of that matrix then
we define the new weights as follows
w′ij =
{
1, wi,j ≥ Tr(i, j)
0 wi,j < Tr(i, j).
Now draw the corresponding un-weighted new graph G′ based
of the new matrix w′. In this matrix we have an edge between
every two SBSs nodes with the weight larger than threshold
level and vice versa. With this definition, we convert the
weighted graph into a weightless graph because we need
to have a weight-free graph to apply coloring on it. Also
applying a thresholds on the edges, we have more flexibility
for coloring. Here, we consider the weights in the graph of
SBSs equal to the distance between SBSs nodes(for both SBS
nodes Si and Sj where 0 ≤ i, j ≤ |S| i. e. wi,j=di,j ). The
threshold on the weights can be defined in both individual and
universal cases. In individual mode, for each edge, we define
the threshold value separately, but in the universal mode a
threshold is defined for all the edges. In this model, assuming
that the range of the SBS Si for 1 ≤ i ≤ |S| is equal to Ri ,
we define the universal and individual thresholds as following
Tr(i, j)
(IND) = min{Ri, Rj}
Tr(i, j)
(UNI) = min{Tr(i, j)
(IND), for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ |S|},
where Tr(i, j)
(IND) and Tr(i, j)
(UNI) are individual and
universal threshold between Si and and Sj for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ |S|,
respectively.
B. Placement by coloring the graph
Depending on the system model, a user may simultaneously
access several SBSs. In the case that users only have access
to a SBS, the best way to cache popular files is to put
most popular files into the cache of SBSs, but if a user
simultaneously has access to two or more SBSs, placing
non-common files on the SBSs results in the increment of
the probability of access to more files.The graph-coloring
algorithms are based on the following two conditions: 1)No
two adjacent vertices have the same color 2)An algorithm that
uses fewer colors is considerable (in other words, whatever the
5number of colors used in the algorithm is closer to X(G), it
is more desirable). By applying the proper coloring algorithm,
a user do not have access to two memories of SBSs with
common files and also access files with higher popularity. In
addition to these two conditions, we add the condition that in
the coloring, the priority is with the vertex with higher degree.
This additional condition helps us place popular files in the
SBSs exist in the dense area, first.
In the following we present our proposed algorithm to make
the placement graph. We consider the graph G′ as the basis
of algorithm IV-B and execute the algorithm steps on it.
In this algorithm, we receive the graph of SBSs constructed
in Section IV-A and set of popular file F = {f1, f2, · · · , f|F |}
where i ≤ j then p(fi) ≤ p(fj), and assign some of these files
to SBS in order to build a placement graph. We apply the
coloring algorithm, which has a color priority, to the color of
the vertices of the larger degree on the graph. By putting this
priority, we plan to first fill the memory of SBS that has more
probability to be placed in a more crowded position. Then we
use vertex coloring, which ensures that two adjacent vertices
do not have the same color. The condition of not having the
same color for two adjacent vertices helps us to not place
a similar file in SBSs that can serve a common user. The
result of this, is a graph that assign a number to each vertex
where these numbers represent the priority to fill the memory
of SBSs. Based on this placement matrix, the access matrix
can be provided with the assumption that each user in the
range of each SBS can have access to its memory.
Algorithm 1 Placement based on Coloring
Input: Graph G′ with vertex set V (G′) = {v1, v2, · · · , v|S|}
and set of popular file F = {f1, f2, · · · , f|F |} where i ≤ j
then p(fi) ≤ p(fj)
for all v ∈ V (G′) do
assign proper color to v by vertex coloring algorithm
based on the high degree of priority with index color
{1, 2, · · · , X(G′)}
end for
for all SBS ∈ S do
Fill in the memory of SBSs based on the high priority of
the corresponding color index
end for
Output: Placement Graph
With respect to the SBSs graph of different networks, dif-
ferent X(G) are obtained. Several upper and lower boundaries
on X(G) can be considered as follows.
Theorem 1: ω(G) ≤ X(G) < ∆(G) + 1, where ∆(G) is
maximum degree of graph G and ω(G) is the largest set of
mutually adjacent vertex in G.
Proof: See in [38]–[40].
Theorem 2: For every complete, interval and bipartite graph
G, X(G) = ω(G), where a graph is an interval graph if it has
an intersection model consisting of intervals on a straight line.
Proof: See in [38]–[40].
Theorem 3: For every graph G, X(G) ≥ n(G)
α(G) , where α(G)
is the maximum size of vertices that are mutually non-adjacent
and n(G) is the number of vertices.
Proof: See in [38]–[40].
In our system model N(G) is the number of SBSs. The
greater the density of the SBSs the larger ∆(G) and ω(G),
and smaller α(G) in the graph constructed in IV-A. So the
number of colors should be used to color, increases in our
algorithm.
C. Graph Coloring Problem and Formulating an Integer Pro-
gram
In the previous section, an algorithm was introduced which
in one of its step, we colored graph with a proper coloring
method. A proper coloring is an optimization problem that
is to find a vertex coloring with minimum number of colors.
This optimization problem can be formulated as an integer
programming [37]. Suppose that i ∈ V, 1 ≤ j ≤ n where
n = |V |. We consider the variable xij as follow
xij =
{
1 if color j is assigned to vertex i
0 otherwise
In the worst case, a graph can be colored by assigning different
colors to the top of the graphs, so this variable is sufficient.
The variable wj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n is also defined as follow
wj =
{
1 if color j is used in coloring i
0 otherwise
In the other words, wj = 1 if there is a vertex i such that
xij = 1. The integer programming model is expressed as
follow based on the mentioned variables.
min
n∑
j=1
wj
s.t. C · 4 · 1 xij + xkj ≤ wj , ∀ik ∈ E(1 ≤ j ≤ n)
C · 4 · 2 xij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ V (1 ≤ j ≤ n)
C · 4 · 3 wkj ∈ {0, 1}, (1 ≤ j ≤ n).
(P · 4 · 1)
Theorem 4: graph-coloring problem is NP-hard problem.
Proof: See in [42], [43].
This NP-hard problem can be solved in polynomials time for
special classes of graphs, for example, perfect graphs [37].The
simplest case for this problem is the coloring of complete
graph, where the complete graph is a graph with at least one
edge between every two vertices. For the complete graph, we
need the largest color to color a graph, which is equal to
the number of vertices of the graph. In other words, in the
complete graph, we assigned all vertices with different colors,
since in this graph, both vertices are adjacent.
Accurate and approximate algorithms are considered as
two major approaches to solve graph coloring problems [11].
6Accurate algorithms can solve the coloring of graphs with a
maximum of 100 vertices. In the case of coloring graphs with
more than 100 vertices, approximate algorithms are needed.
The Greedy constructive, Local Search heuristics and Meta
heuristics are the examples of the approximate algorithm [44],
[45]. DSATUR and RLF are the most important ways to
greedy algorithms that their outputs has recently been used
as the initial solution for advanced Meta heuristic algorithms
[11]. Local Search algorithms are used in hybrid methods that
for example, the TS algorithm is one of them [11]. The Clique
Algorithm by Ashay Dharwadker is an accurate algorithm for
vertex coloring [12].
V. CACHING ’S STRATEGY BASED ON CLUSTERING,
CATEGORIZING AND WEIGHING SBS NODES
In the previous section, caching was performed applying
graph coloring on the graph of SBSs. We constructed this
graph using the threshold setting on a weighted graph where
the distance between the SBSs used as the weights of the
edges. This matrix can also be constructed in other ways. In
this section, we intend to construct this matrix using two point
processes so that each vertex is weighted.
A. matern-type I and II process
The hard core process is a point process that results from
a poisson process in which the parent points with a certain
property attract the child’s points. This process determines
the center of non-overlapping objects, such as a circle with
radius Rc. These processes can be marked by marks that are
independent of the process points and are i.i.d. as a variable.
An example of the hard core process is the matern hard core
process that was introduced in 1960 and 1986 by Matern [47].
The matern-type I and II processes are two kinds of matern
hard core processes that we use them for the classification. If
a circle with radius D has been considered around a point in
a Poisson process Nb with density λb, then the points in the
circles do not overlap each other form the Matern Core-type I
process. We present the resulting process with N Ib and define
it as follow
N Ib = {x ∈ Nb : B(x,D) ∩B(y,D) = ∅, ∀y ∈ Nb}. (3)
To form Matern Core-type II from a Poisson process Nb with
density λb, we are assigned randomized marks distributed
uniformly between zero and one to Poisson process points.
The points where their marks are larger than their neighbors
in distance D from are removed. The points that remain will
form a Matern Core-type II process. We present the resulting
process with N IIb and define it as follow
N IIb = {x ∈ Nb : m(x) < m(y), ∀y ∈ Nb ∩B(x,D) \ {x}}.
(4)
We use the matern-type II process to cluster SBS nodes that
cover the same users. The procedure is done in such a way
that the location of the SBS nodes is a Poisson point process
with density λb. Using this process and assuming D = 2Rc
we get matern-type II process with point in N IIb . Consider
the obtained process points as the center of the clusters in the
radius D = 2Rc. This kind of clustering is called clustering
type II.
B. Classifying and weighing SBSs
We want to classify SBSs and assign a weight to each one
so that SBSs that fall into a class have a special feature, and
SBSs with different weights have different values for us. To
achieve this, we apply the Matern Core-type I to clustering
the SBSs who do not have any SBS in their coverage range of
them. In other words, when a user is in the range of this SBS,
it can only be serviced by that SBS and has no choice to take
services from the other SBSs. It is therefore reasonable that
such a SBS be filled with the most popular files. The Matern
Core-type II clusters SBSs which are in the dense area. In
such an environment, the user has access to more than one
SBS simultaneously. Therefore, in these scenarios, we try to
put more files in SBSs that each user access them at any time
by avoiding placing duplicate files in the memories of neighbor
SBSs. In addition to use two processes to determine the dense
area, we use them to weight SBSs. This weightening is due to
the fact that SBSs in more dense areas with larger weights get
more popular files because they are placed in places where the
user density may be higher. This procedure goes as algorithm
V-B. In this algorithm, we receive the SBSs positions as a
Algorithm 2 classifying and weighing of SBSs
Input: SBS Position as a Point Poisson Process Nb and range
of classification(Rc)
for all Si ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ |S| do
WSi ← 0
DSi ← {Sj; d(Si, Sj) ≤ Rc, 1 ≤ j ≤ |S|}
end for
while WSi 6= ∅, 1 ≤ i ≤ |S| do
apply Matern Core type-I and II and achieveN Ib and N
II
b
for all Si in location y ∈ N Ib ∪N
I
b do
for all Sj ∈ DSi do
WSj ←WSj + 1
end for
end for
end while
Output: DSi as SBSS co-class with Si, for 1 ≤ i ≤ |S| and
WSi as weigh for Si.
point poisson process Nb and range of classification(Rc). The
distance between SBSs is used as a classification parameter.
First, the distance between each SBS and the other SBSs are
calculated, and SBSs that are within the distance of less than
the range of classification are selected as the co-class of this
SBS. The initial weight of each SBS set is zero. This method
is applied on SBSs until the weights of all SBSs is non zero.
In this method, the points of the processes of Matern Core
type-I and II are selected, and the weight of the SBSs placed
in the SBS class corresponds to the selected points increases
one unit. At the end, the outputs are DSi as SBSs who are
co-class with Si, for 1 ≤ i ≤ |S| and WSi as the weight for
Si.
7C. Coloring of the constructed graph of SBS
Now when SBSs are classified and weighted, we intend to
construct graph of SBSs using this classification and weight-
ening so that we can apply coloring on it. We assume that
{C1, C2, · · · , Cl} are the classes made by the algorithm 2.
We make graph G = (V (G), E(G, IG). The set V (G) =
{v1, v2, · · · , v|S|} are the vertices of this graph that for each
SBS, we have an equivalent vertex of the same index. E(G)
are the edges of this graph. IG is a map that matches each
member of V(G) to a non-order pair of vertices in V(G).
{
IG : E(G) −→ V (G)
IG(ek) = (vi, vj) if vi, vj in same class
. (5)
In the other word, we have an edge between every two vertices
if both vertices are placed in the same class. The vertices of
this graph also have the corresponding weights derived from
the algorithm 2. The placement graph is constructed using
algorithm 3 based on the obtained graph in (5). Vertex coloring
Algorithm 3 Coloring and Placement based on Coloring
Input: constructed graph in 5
while Every vertex has color do
for all vi ∈ V (G), 1 ≤ i ≤ |S| do
By priority from the vertices with the highest weights,
assign each vertex the smallest color that has not a
neighbor vertex with that color.
end for
end while
for all SBS ∈ S do
Fill in memory of SBS based on the high priority of the
corresponding color index
end for
Output: Placement Graph
is done on this graph with three conditions. 1)the coloring
priority is with a vertex that has a higher weight. 2)to color
each vertex, the coloring is applied in such a way that the
neighbors do not have the same color 3)to color each vertex,
the smallest possible color is used. Our goal is to place the
most popular files in the memory of SBSs so that the SBSs
who have overlap coverage range, cache the separate files and
at the same time the most popular files are embedded in SBSs
leads to the serving most of the requested files. Based on
the obtained placement graph and the access graph, which
is changing due to the movement of the users, the delivery
graph is made. This graph specifies the files available to each
user at the delivery phase according to its position.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we intend to evaluate the performance of
the proposed methods. Consider a circular cell with a radius
of 350 meters [41]. Suppose a single MBS covers all of this
cell and |S| SBSs is randomly distributed in this cell so that
each SBS has a cover range of 80 meters. A total of 1,000
mobile users are randomly located in this cell and they are
mobile. The system supports a collection of 1000 unit-sized
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files that have a popularity distribution of Zipf with parameter
α [41]. Each SBS can store 50 files, which is equivalent to
0.05 of total files.
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods, we
calculate the hit rate value, which is the ratio of the number
of requests answered with cache of SBS to the total requests.
We have calculated performance of the proposed methods in
terms of the number of SBSs and Zipf distribution parameter
(α).
The performance of the proposed methods are presented in
Fig. 3. We assume that the parameter of Zipf distribution (α)
is 0.6 and derived the hit rate versus the number of SBSs in
the network. The curves in Fig. 3. are for three cases
1)The memory of each SBS is cached which the most
popular files, which has the role of the benchmark in our
evaluation and is as the baseline popularity in figure
2)The memory of each SBS is cached with the method
presented in Section IV, which is described as the proposed
content placement 1 in the figure
3)The memory of each SBS is cached with the method
presented in Section V , which is described as the proposed
content placement 2 in the figure.
As shown in Fig. 3., the two proposed methods have better
performance compared to the base method and improved the
network performance from the hit rate aspect via simulation.
In Fig. 4. the performance of the network has been investi-
gated in different popularity distribution of files. We assumed
that the number of SBSs in the network are 48. The results
are evaluated as same as the three cases mentioned in previous
figure. As this figure shows, the two proposed methods have
better performance compared to the benchmark (base method).
It should be mentioned that, although the results of the
second method are not as good as the first one, its advantage
is its simplicity in the coloring process compared to the first
method. In the first method, the graph is colored by solving an
integer programming problem which is an NP-hard problem,
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but in the second method, the planning problem is replaced by
a simple coloring method based on the weight assigned to the
SBSs. This simple coloring method may uses different colors
than the solution obtained by solving the optimizing integer
programming problem of graph coloring, but the simplicity of
the method is its wealth.
From a different viewpoint, in order to compare the perfor-
mance of the two described thresholding methods, consider
the previous network and assume that SBSs have a random
coverage range between 50 and 100 meters. The results
obtained in both individual and universal thresholding are
given in the Fig. 5 compared with the random most populared
caching case.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered a SBS network and studied
the reduction of the traffic load on the MBS using our proposed
caching strategy. We have mapped the problem of caching
popular files to a graph which is divided into four new sub-
graphs serving as the foundation of graph coloring in our two
presented methods. In the first method, we considered caching
strategy as a NP-hard coloring problem and an algorithm is
introduced to color the graph or equivalently to cache the files.
In the second method, using two point processes Matern Core-
type I and II, all SBSs have been classified and weighted. The
classification formed the SBSs graph and the weights which
determined the priority of coloring in that graph.
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